


Creative without strategy is called ‘art‘. Creative with strategy is called ‘advertising‘." "
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Sure some medical experts say coffee could be a health hazard, but
 they obviously never built a web site before!
                           — Geoff Blake

" "

Web design encompasses many different skills 
and disciplines in the production and maintenance of websites. The 
different areas of web design include web graphic design; interface 
design; authoring, including standardised code and proprietary 
software; user experience design; and search engine optimization. 
Often many individuals will work in teams covering different aspects 
of the design process, although some designers will cover them all.



Creating a website for Madeline FLORIST web design contest." "-Challenge

There are lot of other designer who participate in this contest. All of them give their   
best design that  make me hard to create a good design to overcome them.." "

-Obstacle

I create a simple and clean design which still showing a sense of florist with pink color. With big 
slideshow at the homepage and search box to make customers easier to  search their favourite 
flowers. Also I create the product list simple so it doesn’t give  a boring feeling while searching 
flowers.

" "
-Solution

“It looks good” is the worst feedback you can get.
                — WHITNEY HESS 

Website Design     06
Madeline FLORIST page



Website Design     07 
COFFINDO page

Creating a website for COFFINDO web design contest." "-Challenge

I want to make a simple layout but doesn’t give an empty feels because this is a 
coffee company website." "

-Obstacle

Inspirated from HTML5, I create the homepage of this website with 3 slide-able pages. With
simple navbar on the top, and 3 3D cubes on the middle that can animated when hovered by
mouse cursor, I tried to make this website an interactive, cool, clean, and professional looks
as possible.

" "
-Solution

“It looks good” is the worst feedback you can get.
                — WHITNEY HESS 



Website Design     08 
COFFINDO page

“It looks good” is the worst feedback you can get.
                — WHITNEY HESS 
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Sistem Informasi Sekolah page

Creating a website for Sistem Informasi Sekolah Terpadu" "-Challenge

This contest is private contest which means I can’t see other designer’s design. 
It’s really hard to understand what Contest Holder want." "

-Obstacle

Since this is for education ministry, I use blue color to match the logo of Tut Wuri Handayani.
At the homepage I create a simple layout which easier for student to log in or getting some
information of their or the other school, their grades, and any other important task for them.

" "
-Solution

“It looks good” is the worst feedback you can get.
                — WHITNEY HESS 
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Sistem Informasi Sekolah page

“It looks good” is the worst feedback you can get.
                — WHITNEY HESS 



Website Design     11 
hdw-project.net Website page





Design creates culture. Culture shapes values. Values determine the future.
                           — ROBERT L. PETERS 

" "

Computer graphics are graphics created 
using computers and the representation of image data by a computer 
specifically with help from specialized graphic hardware and software. 
The interaction and understanding of computers and interpretation of 
data has been made easier because of computer graphics. Computer 
graphic development has had a significant impact on many types of 
media and have revolutionized animation, movies and the video game 
industry.



Company Profile    14 
Perkasa Racking page

Designing PT. Perkasa Racking Company Profile." "-Challenge

The Owner want to put almost all of their client on A4 size compan profile, which
will make the comany profile looks bad." "

-Obstacle

Using the concept of file case/file holder, at the inside of the Company Profile, I adding another
paper which contain half of the clients so it looks clean and professional." "

-Solution

“It looks good” is the worst feedback you can get.
                — WHITNEY HESS 



“It looks good” is the worst feedback you can get.
                — WHITNEY HESS 
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Perkasa Racking page



DVD COVER           16 
Black Rock Shooter page

Black Rock Shooter StopMotion DVD Cover" "-Challenge

This is my first time making a stop motion animation. I can’t belive how hard it is
if I do it alone. To Commemorate it, I want to make a DVD cover for this animation." "

-Obstacle

Since this is a DVD cover for Stop Motion Animation, I trying to show the frame-per-second 
of the sstop motion at the back. The model toys is mine, so I just take the photo and with little
help of Photoshop, to combine all of it.

" "
-Solution

“It looks good” is the worst feedback you can get.
                — WHITNEY HESS 



Poster Design        17
Dompet Dhuafa page

Creating a poster campaign for Dompet Dhuafa" "-Challenge

How to give and show a feel of charity and  helping the other as human being 
impression to the audience using another way." "

-Obstacle

At first my idea is using a photo of a hand to give more feeling to this poster, but after that I think 
it’s too common using it. I chance my mind by creating a vector of that hand. I also use a butterfly 
in vector to give a caring and loving impression.

" "
-Solution



3D Modeling and Renderingis 
the process of developing a mathematical representation of any 
three-dimensional surface of an object (either inanimate or living) 
via specialized software. The product is called a 3D model. It can be 
displayed as a two-dimensional image through a process called 3D 
rendering or used in computer simulation of physical phenomena. 
The model can also be physically created using 3D printing devices.

To envision what will be, you must remove yourself from the constant 
concern for what already is.
                              — SCOTT BELSKY 

" "



3D Model & Render     19 
Mahjong Tiles (Model & Render) page







The best and most beautiful things in the world cannot be seen or even touched. 
They must be felt with the heart.
                              — HELEN KELLER 

" "

Photography is the art, science and practice of 
creating durable images by recording light or other electromagnetic 
radiation, either chemically by means of a light-sensitive material 
such as photographic film, or electronically by means of an image 
sensor.[1] Typically, a lens is used to focus the light reflected or 
emitted from objects into a real image on the light-sensitive surface 
inside a camera during a timed exposure.



Still-Life Photography     23 
Experiment with Lighting page

Experiment with lighting" "-Challenge

I want to take a photo with the background color more white and the toys become
glowing without using editing software like Photoshop." "

-Obstacle

Directly pointing the light from a desklamp to the background. Using low ISO around 100 with
shutter speed arround 3-4”, the lighting giving a great result. Without affecting the figures, I
successfull taking the photo.

" "
-Solution

“It looks good” is the worst feedback you can get.
                — WHITNEY HESS 





Drawing is speaking to the eye; talking is painting to the ear.
                    — JOSEPH JOUBERT 

" "

Digital illustration is the use of digital tools 
to produce images under the direct manipulation of the artist, 
usually through a pointing device such as a tablet or a mouse. It is 
distinguished from computer-generated art, which is produced by a 
computer using mathematical models created by the artist. It is 
also distinct from digital manipulation of photographs, in that it is 
an original construction "from scratch".











Some designers create things to show you what they did. I design things to tell you 
what I solved." "
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If you do what you always did, you will get what you always got." "



Some people like what you do, some people hate what you do, but most people simply 
don’t give a damn.
        — CHARLES BUKOWSKI
" "
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